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Global growth: Delta, China, Bottlenecks, Goods prices
2021 GDP forecasts have moved a lot in 3Q
Changes to calendar year GDP forecasts over the course of 3Q

Source: JBWere and Bloomberg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
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Have we reached the end of the downgrades?
% of countries having GDP forecasts upgraded in past 3M

Source: JBWere and Bloomberg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

There are reasons to remain optimistic medium term
Even as growth slows, the u-rate will still decline
US GDP and labour market forecasts

Source: JBWere and Bloomberg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
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Loose financial conditions presage robust GDP
Goldman Sachs Financial Conditions Index and US GDP growth

Source: JBWere and Bloomberg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

Inflation: How long is transitory?
Keeping up with reality
Global and US CPI forecast revision index

Source: JBWere and Bloomberg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
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Trimmed mean core inflation is at 2%
Various measures of core inflation in the US

Source: JBWere and Bloomberg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

Gains have been broad as we traversed the recovery phase
Equities and commodities vs. fixed income
12M returns vs. 15Y average of 12M trailing returns

Source: JBWere and Bloomberg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
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No longer on the highs
% of markets beating 15Y average returns (as of 30-Sep)

Source: JBWere and Bloomberg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

The good news is that equities don’t peak until just before the next recession
Still scope for equities to outperform bonds
Equities vs. bonds (trailing returns) and the economic cycle

Source: JBWere and Bloomberg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
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Recessions and asset class performance
Months before recession* that a market peaks

Source: JBWere and Bloomberg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
*2020, 2007, 2001 and 1991 recessions.

Interest rates
A bull market in term interest rates
US Treasury 10Y yield

Source: JBWere and Bloomberg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
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RBA cash rate
Last rate hike was in November 2010…

Source: JBWere and Bloomberg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

Risks
Inflation / early
withdrawal of liquidity
–

One risk for markets is a more rapid
withdrawal of monetary stimulus if
economies continue to recover
ahead of expectations.

–

The abundance of liquidity and low
interest rates, together with central
bank commitments to extended
periods of policy rate stability, have
delivered elevated valuations in
many markets.

–

Were these supports to disappear
sooner than expected, then we would
expect significant repricing of risk
markets. A sustained surge in
inflation is likely to be the driver of
any such dynamic.
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Vaccines and variants

Complacency

Persistent growth
divergence

–

The pandemic is not over and a
return to pre-pandemic life will
remain elusive while a large
proportion of the world’s population
do not have access to a vaccine.

–

Markets are priced for strong growth
and easy policy. There appears to be
little, if any, risk premia in markets for
any disruptor to this outlook, financial
or otherwise.

–

It is possible that economies with
slower or stilted recoveries suffer
more scarring than those that
continue upon strong and consistent
recovery trajectories.

–

The slower the pace of vaccination,
the more likely the chance that new
vaccine resistant variants can
emerge.

–

If 2020 taught financial market
participants anything, it was that
complacency can have serious
ramifications.

–

–

We see these risks as more pressing
for the EM complex, relative to the
DM complex.

This divergence in “recovery
experience” has the potential to drive
a more permanent wedge between
these two groups of economies given
the impact that the speed of recovery
from recession can have on relative
potential growth rates.
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